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ABSTRACT Communication has become a lot easier in this era of technology, development of high-speed
computer networks, and the inexpensive uses of Internet. Therefore, data transmission has become vulnerable
to and unsafe from different external attacks. Every communication body wants to secure their data
while communicating over the Internet. The internet has various benefits but the main demerit is the
privacy and security and the transmission of data over insecure network or channel may happen. Various
techniques used for secure communication in order to address these issues, steganography plays an important
role. Steganography is the process of obfuscation that makes something incomprehensible and unclear.
Different image steganography research methods are proposed recently but each has their advantages and
disadvantages and still have necessity to develop some better image steganography mechanisms to achieve
the reliability between the basics criteria of image steganography. Therefore, the proposedwork, in this paper,
is based on the Least Significant Bit (LSB) substitution method. The LSB substitution method can minimize
the error rate in embedding process and can achieve greater reliability in criteria, using novel algorithm
based on value difference. In this paper, we proposed a novel technique in steganography within the digital
images such is RGB,Gray Scale, Texture, Aerial images to achieve higher security, imperceptibility, capacity,
and robustness as compared with existing methods. The experimental outcomes of the suggested approach
prove further developed strength and justify the feasibility of our research. Through numerical simulations,
we observed that the proposed strategy outperformed the next-best current methodology by 5.561 percent in
terms of PSNR Correlation score. Additionally, the proposed approach achieved a 6.43 percent better score
in PSNR with a variable measure of code inserted in similar images with distinct dimensions. Furthermore,
encrypting the same amount of information in images of varying sizes resulted in approximately 6.77 percent
improvements. Embedding different sizes of a particular secret message in a different image (such as Gray,
Texture, Aerial and RGB images) came out with about 5.466 percent of better score.

INDEX TERMS Image steganography, LSB, image quality assessment metrics, histogram analysis, image,
capacity, robustness.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the cost of information exchange has reduced
significantly due to modern and state-of-the-art communi-
cation technologies and infrastructure. As a result of this
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FIGURE 1. Steganography method and retrieving of secret data.

improvements, the interpersonal communication has become
very easy. However, if information are not protected, then
criminals may exploit it during transmission. Therefore,
along with the convenience it provides, this also creates
excessive demand for verification and security sources; there-
fore, stressing the role of information security [19]. For
example, let us take the example of information exchange
between government institutions and military. If some confi-
dential information is openly posted online, it could be easily
deciphered and exploited by criminals, thereby Jeopardizing
the national security [35]. Therefore, promising information
protecting technology is essentially needed in addition to
cryptography and steganography. In fact, Steganography has
become more relevant in this situation. Steganography is
mostly used to conceal hiddenmessages that would otherwise
be difficult to detect. Nobody will be able to surmise that a
secret message has been sent [4].

However, the current development in digitization has urged
the creation of a huge measure of data. Putting away, sending,
and sharing this secret data over an open and uncertain corre-
spondence channel is, in fact, yet a perplexing test. Therefore,
the cover steganography comes into the art of science by con-
veying restricted information in a suitable interactive media
transporter, e.g., image, sound, and video records. In fact,
this is the game of embedding secret information in a manner
that no one or attacker can detect and read the secret data or
information.

The objective of the cover steganography depends on how
to hide the presence of the encrypted message and vice versa.
Moreover, the cover Steganography has different valuable
applications in various fields. Hence, it is an addition, not
a replacement. Notwithstanding, similar to some other tech-
niques, it may also be exploited [12]. Figure 1 shows the fun-
damental steps which are essential for encoding and decoding
the message and then sending it through the communication
channel.

In today’s advance era of digital world, the majority of
today’s cover objects for concealing the secret message are
multimedia objects such as Image, Audio, video, Text, and
Network Protocol etc. as a cover media [14]. So cover media
is a place where we actually store secret information. In dig-
ital medium for steganography based on cover media, there
are six different types of steganography techniques used for

FIGURE 2. Various types of the Steganography (digital medium or carrier
objects).

embedding secret message depending upon a cover object
i.e., text, image, email, network, video, and audio – as shown
in Figure 2. Each of these types is explained in the subsequent
discussion.

The text steganography hides information inside a text file.
It involves changing the format of the text, generating random
text, selecting random text, and/or generating some rules of
grammar to get some readable text etc. In Image Steganogra-
phy, we are having an image that, in fact, helps in hiding data
within the image. It is one of the most widely used method
for hiding the data. This is due to the fact that in an image,
there are huge number of pixels of digital representation.
Therefore, it is easy to hide secret data within the image.
The secret information is concealed in audio signals via audio
steganography, which modifies the binary sequences of the
associated audio files. We can conceal any type of data in
digital video format using the video steganography. This
type of steganography has the benefit of making it relatively
simple to embed vast amount of data. We can infer that
it combines audio and visual steganography. Similarly, the
network steganography is a technique that uses many net-
work protocols for embedding the secret information such as
TCP/IP, UDP, ICMP, and many others. Information is hidden
with the header file of the TCP/IP packets and some fields are
optional or not important. Finally, another type of steganog-
raphy is the Email Steganography which is not very well-
known steganography. Note that the Email which contains file
embedded within hidden information using steganography
can be an extremely tedious activity to identify the hidden
information [9], [14].

Now let us take a look at numerous characteristics that a
steganography approach must, essentially, and should, poten-
tially, process. Defending it from assailants, Steganography is
one of the significant and complex mechanisms utilized for
safely moving a covert message in an impalpable way [32].
In fact, this does not amend the scheme of the encrypted
message rather covers it within a cover-image. The principal
objective of the steganography is to incorporate high payload,
power, and better intangibility and temper the original mes-
sage as shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. The payload demon-
strates the measure of information encrypted in the cover
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FIGURE 3. Various characteristics of the Steganography.

image and is characterized in bits per pixel (bpp). Robustness
shows the degree of trouble looked at by assailants through
removal of privileged data that secure from any lawbreakers
or attackers. Noiselessness or perception implies perceptibil-
ity that is estimated through utilizing distinctive picture or
image quality evaluation measurements like Peak Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index Metric
(SSIM) and so on. For example, little perceptible contortion
between unique and stego pictures and higher PSNR score
addresses top caliber of the stego-images [27].

The spatial domain techniques adjust the gray level of the
cover image for concealing confidential information. A high
payload and better result in stego-images can be obtained
in spatial area procedures. However, for strength and better
flawlessness against image preparing activities (trimming,
scaling, and Noise assaults) and factual assaults, various
researchmethods have been developed in spatial domain such
as: (i) Modified LSB Matching technique [1]; (ii) Enhanced
Modified SignedDigit (EMSD) [25]; (iii) Development of the
Least Significant Bit (DLSB) [3]; (iv) Pixel Indicator Tech-
nique (PIT) [18]; (v) LSB-S and Neighboring Pixel Value
Differencing [20]; (vi) Inverted LSB using Adaptive Pattern
Technique [2]; and (vii) Pixel ValueDifferencing (PVD) tech-
nique [28] etc. These methods are for the most part utilized
and worked well in image steganography and applications
because of their better strength against factual steganaly-
sis [10], [11]. However, these techniques have unacceptable
amount of embedding message, that consequently result in
stego of bad quality images, and computation complexity
when contrasted with other spatial domain techniques.

This should be noted that encoding themysteriousmessage
bits into the stego-image LSB is quite, possibly, the most
regular method which is used in the cover steganography.
It is significant for information concealing system and used
commonly because of its plainness. Moreover, this changes
the base fundamental bit of the stego-image pixels, which
changes simply the tone of the hiding. In fact, this is assumed
as a rare or slight change, which cannot be seen by the
naked eyes. This process is done either by shuffling shape
or improvement base. The Red, Green, and Blue (RGB range
0-255, and per pixel Depth=24 bits) channels are used due
to the fact that RGB having three channels can cover more

embedded message. After that, the first three channels are
separated from the cover image and the secret message bits
are embedded with the LSBs of one of the three channels.
Then, the said channels are put close together to make the
stego-image [33].

The secret data is typically concealed in one of the
RGB channels i.e. blue channel that is less discernible by
the Human Visual System (HVS) [5]. The least significant
bit replacement plans have large embedding capacity and
enhanced intangibility (depending on the choice of the cover
image), although they are more powerless against steganaly-
sis assaults [21], [29]. Figure 4 elaborates the basic concepts
of the LSB based embedding process by taking a cover image
and selecting a pixel while, subsequently, then dividing it into
RGB components. On the one hand, the binary representation
of the RGB component shows the pixel binary value of each
component. On the other hand, a secret message is selected
and then transformed into the American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII) value, subsequently, then
transformed to binary and finally embedded into each RGB
components. To supplant all the LSB bits of pixels inside the
cover image with secret bits, the LSB replacement strategy
is non-trivial and complicated [17]. Therefore, it embeds the
fixed-length secret pieces in a similar fixed length LSBs
of pixels as displayed in Figure 5. However, embedding
how many bits per pixel in each RGB is dependent on the
steganographers. The major and fundamental three contri-
butions of the research conducted in this work are as given
below.

• We design and create a step-by-step data exploitation
framework;

• we design and develop a method for detecting the DDoS
(distributed denial of service) attacks based on several
strategies while employing supervised machine learning
classifiers; and

• through real datasets, we assess, validate, and then con-
trast the proposed method with earlier approaches and
published findings.

In coming sections, the remaining paper is organized in the
given manner. In Section II, we elaborate the literature review
and the state-of-art-art methods of the steganography tech-
nology. The elaboration of the suggested approach is given in
Section III. Furthermore, the experimental settings, datasets,
and evaluation findings and outcomes are given in Section IV.
Lastly, the key findings, limitations, and future work are
deliberated in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS
Ancient Greeks developed steganography about 484-425 BC.
The ruler of the Miletus, Histaeus, shaved the head of one
of his legal slaves before tattooing a puzzling phrase or
drawing on it. When the slave’s hair started to grow back,
again the slave was moved to Aristagoras in order to give the
slave the secret text. The slave’s head was once more shaved
to continue the enigmatic message when he arrived at his
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destination [7]. From that time to date, numerous experts and
current steganography procedures have been created and uti-
lized for image steganography. There are many applications
available in many fields of cover steganography for drives
like data stowing away secret data. In next sections, some of
the LSB based Image steganographic techniques have been
briefly described and critically analyzed.

Before coming to the critical analysis of different stegano-
graphic techniques, let us start to elaborate the basic concepts
of the Least significant bit image steganography technique
which is the most popular and widely technique to hide the
secret message. More precisely, as shown in Figure 4, let us
call and assume the given image as a digital image. Moreover,
every digital image is the finite sets of digital values called
pixels. A pixel is actually a short for a particular image’s
element. So, each pixel has one color at a time and whenever
more color often together to make more colors and thousands
and millions of pixels make an image. However, the proposed
method also used the RGB color model due to the three
channels because it is very valuable for embedding more
secret data. This should be noted that the RGB color model
is an additive colors model due to the fact that in this model
Red, Green, and Blue light are combined in different based
and to regenerate a broad area of colors. In fact, each color
having values of binary value. The depth of the bits per pixel
in RGB colors model is 24 bits, which means every color is
having an 8 bits’ representation [24].

However, when we are working with the binary values,
then theMost Significant Bit (MSB) and the Least Significant
Bit (LSB) methods are used. The left most bit is the MSB
and the right most bit is the LSB which is shown in Figure 5
below. Now, if we change the left most significant bit then
it will have a large impact on the final value. For example,
as shown in Figure 5, if we have the range of 255 and the
binary representation of 255 which is 8 consecutive ones.
Now, if we change the left most bit from 1 to 0 then the
decimal value change from 255 to 127. We can see in the
figure that they have a large impact on the final values. While
in other hand, if we change the right most bit, then it will have
a less impact on the final value. Furthermore, if we change
the value from 1 to 0 then the value changes from 255 to 254.
Therefore, we can see the final value impact is approximately
0.00002% which is very less than as compared to the impact
caused by the MSB. To summarize this discussion, the main
point is that if we modify the MSB, then it will have high
influence and effect over the last and final value. However,
if we change the LSB, then it will have less impact; and,
consequently, this less impact on the final value of the LSB
is called the LSB based Image steganography [13].

In fact, the least Significant bit steganography (LSBS)
involves overwriting the bits with the lowest arithmetic value.
Therefore, this technique is very used for Audio, Video, text,
and Image based steganography. Let us consider a simple
example to explain the LSB clearly. Suppose a secret message
letter ‘A’ having the binary representation which is 1 followed
by 5 zeros and then 1 – as shown in Figure 6. Consider

TABLE 1. Evaluations criteria for the Steganography [7], [24].

that the RGB color model and let us select 3 pixels for the
hidden secret message. We can see that the secret letter bits
are hidden in the selected pixel of the image and is shown
as bold and red colored. Therefore, the requirement of the
LSB steganography is that the stego and cover image after
embedding process should be identical and free from any
suspected change which can be seen by any naked eye [23].

In Figure 6, the LSBs are changed in red bold places of
pixels. It shows that the pixels are changed. Human spectators
will not be able to recognize the cover and stego images if
blue channel is used for embedding. All the pixels of the
encoded image will be considered 1 value isolated from the
cover image. With encoding higher bits, the plain exploita-
tion of the cover image happens, abolishing the point of
encoding. In Table 2, the most relevant researches of the
LSB substitution-based techniques are critically analyzed.
The techniques presented in Table 2 are critically analyzed
based on different evaluation criteria of steganography such
as capacity, robustness, temper protection, and computation
which almost cover the evaluation criteria up to some limits.
Therefore, to evaluate reasonably the performance of vari-
ous steganography methods, it is mandatory to elaborate the
acceptable criteria for improving the techniques because the
evaluation criteria may also lead us to the correct direction.
However, the basic criteria capacity means making maximum
hiding capacity possible depending on the cover object for
hiding.

This should be noted that robustness elaborates that how
a stego image resists against different steganography attacks
and should also provide robustness against image processing
techniques such as cropping, scaling, and tempering etc. Due
to the fact, that steganography may suffer from different
passive and active attacks. Similarly, perception means that
how the cover and encrypted image remains same percep-
tibly because it should produce a high perceptual image.
colorblackThis should be noted that temper protection is a
challenging issue to change the secret data after it has been
secured into the encoding object. While computation means
that how much it is computationally costly to encode and
decode the secret message [18]. The advantages and disad-
vantages of different evaluation criteria of steganography are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1 elaborates the essential needs for any image

steganographic method, that how to critically investigate the
performance and value-ability of the method. This is due to
the fact that if someone develops a image steganographic
method and focuses only on one parameter and ignore the
others then, potentially, they breached the basic needs of the
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FIGURE 4. Illustration of the LSB based embedding process.

FIGURE 5. Explanation of the LSB (right) and the MSB (left) concepts.

FIGURE 6. LSB approach and process of message embedding.

steganography. Therefore, as shown in Table 1, it is the eval-
uation criteria for any image stegaography method that how
to calculate the effectiveness and efficiency of the method.
In the proposed technique, we design a novel and upgraded
procedure in digital images such is RGB, Texture, Gray-scale,
and Aerial image, to make it more powerful and secure that
no exposed eye can identify. The Least Significant Bit (LSB)
method is one of the well-known and widely used strategies
that is applied for steganography. Additionally, the prominent
technique for present day steganography is to use the LSB
of image pixel data. In the LSB based steganography it is

required to replace all secret bits with the LSB pixels bit of
the cover object. Therefore, the LSB embeds the fixed-length
secret bits in comparative fixed-length LSBs of pixels. The
proposed method and its performance is measured with four
unique perspectives as explained later in Section III and
Section IV.

A. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF EXISTING IMAGE
STEGANOGRAPHY METHODS
The Pixel Indicator System (PIT) is that approach in which
one particular and specific channel is implemented for sign;
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TABLE 2. Analysis of different LSB based Image Steganography and other most relevant methods.

however, the other remaining two channels are implemented
for inserting disguised data as a bit of a predefined cycle
way which updates the power of the proposed approach [26].
This technique also avoids the fundamental trade burden and
additional costs. In fact, the major and key feeble justification
behind this technique is that the payload is absolutely liable
to the cover image and pointer bits considering which the
payload might be diminished. The PIT method stores away
a settled amount of bits in each and every pixel. This may
acquire additional modifications in the image that implants
higher amount of covered bits in every pixel.

In [26], the author proposed a clever method of information
concealing utilizing multi stego-images to accomplish high
limits with low disfigurement [26]. In each scenario, the
primary image’s pixels generate four additional pixels. Using
the modified LSB in coordinating approach, the constrained
data are masked on all of the sent pixels. After that, all
pixels are modified again to reflect the defacement’s fail-
ure. The primary image is separated into four distinct secret
images, each of which covers one digit per pixel. Through
modifying the Exchange Carrier Object (EC) for each of the
various stego-images and combining the LSB coordinating
with the Pixel ValueDifferencing, the authors hope to develop
reversible steganography (PVD).

A spatial adaptive domain color image steganography tech-
nique is shown which utilizes the LSB replacement and
adjoining pixel esteem differencing idea [1], [16]. Using a

block layout of 3 by 3 pixels, the technique utilizes all the
edge pixels in all possible ways. Three stages make up the
suggested process: (i) XOR of data encoding; (ii) the embed-
ding process of encoded bits while utilizing the PVD and the
LSB substitution; and (iii) the extraction. The exploratory
outcomes of this research work demonstrate that the rec-
ommended technique has accomplished an extremely high
inserting limit of approximately 3.498 per pixel bits (ppb)
with PSNR values 38.23 dB. From this exploration work,
it was seen that the cover image determination exceptionally
affects the results of a steganography strategy. This study
work actually needs some proficient cover image choice
strategy that can likewise be consolidated with the proposed
technique in order to get a further developed and improved
outcome.

In image steganography, the Pixel Value Differencing
(PVD) is a grounded method that has a high limit (utiliz-
ing range table). However, it experiences histogram-based
steganalysis assault [20], [28]. Applying an irregular key of
equal size, the One Time Paid (OTP) encryption is the most
secure when we need to consolidate the imports of PVD with
the safety of OTP. Prior to inserting an arbitrary created key is
utilized to ascent the mysterious message bits. Furthermore,
the authors proposed to conspire doesn’t utilize a range table
to expand the cover image utilizing 2× 2 non-covering pixel
blocks. When contrasted with some notable procedures, the
consequence of this examination work shows that this plan
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TABLE 3. PSNR metric values of the proposed method on different sizes
of message that are embedded in different images of same dimensions.

gives a better quality cover picture or image. To expand the
concealing limit with more bits per pixel, the OTP method
could be joined with edge recognition methods as a future
direction.

In [8] and [30], the authors elaborate the most essential
elements of the image steganographywhich are high inserting
limit and adequate visual image quality which are talked
about largely. To implant restricted information, the proposed

calculations is another limit information concealing proce-
dure which is dependent on the Least Significant Bit (LSB)
replacement and Enhanced Modified Signed Digit (EMSD)
procedures. Particularly, the inserting limit of the proposed
calculation is around 262,144 to 786,432 bits bigger than
comparative calculations as the EMSD. Likewise, the com-
bination of the EMSD and the LSB replacement calculations
give greater security to privileged information, high payload,
and get appropriate stego-image quality.

A new strategy for image steganography was proposed
in [25]. In [25] and [2], the primary characters of the covert
message are changed over to twofold bits, and afterward
edge locales are distinguished. However, the randomization
mounted is the principle trademark in the proposed calcula-
tion [25]. From the test results, it is reasonable that calculation
is strong to insert the covert message information into RGB
shading image, though edge pixels, irregularity, and variable
mounting boundaries are utilized for security reasons against
visual assaults and histogram-based assaults [2]. Also, image
quality upgrades will be explored to work on the impercepti-
bility of the cover picture or image.

The execution of the LSB-based piece flipping approaches
has been further investigated, and our proposed method con-
cludes the work presented in [6]. The bit flipping approach
hasn’t been used to hide images, although previous research
has shown that it increases intangibility by about 9 dB in gray-
scale images. In this investigation, the bit flipping approach
is used to shade pictures by implanting messages with the
most extreme restriction, and it appears that the bit flipping
technique performs splendidly in shading pictures using the
RGB model. This demonstrates how well the bit flipping
algorithm under consideration performs when applied to both
gray-scale and covert images.

Further details can be read in [22] for color image
steganography that are, in fact, utilizing the multi-level
encryption (MLE) and the gray-level modification (GLM)
approaches. Prior to planting it to the grey levels of the cover
image, the secret key and confidential Intel are encoded using
MLE computation. The main benefits of the suggested work
come from the employment of GLM, Secret Key, andMLE by
the writers. The essential advantages of the proposed plan are
chipped away at the nature of stego images, high intangibility,
cost-feasibility, and further developed energy. Though, the
research work adds and improves the security layers and also
increases the direction of the cover steganography. In the
Development of LSB Steganography (DLSB) method used
the LSB based cover steganography for embedding the secret
message and comparisons of the cover and secret bits [21].
The amount of pixels in the image is equivalent to the greatest
number of bits that can be covered. The use of dynamic key
is the main objectives of the proposed work which provide a
better security. Though, it is not possible to detect this little
change between original and proposed value by naked eye or
human visual system.

However, the least difficult procedure among the spatial
space strategies is the LSB replacement strategy where the
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LSB of every pixel value is utilized to insert the informa-
tion [3]. In the LSB replacement strategy, the covert mes-
sage is encoded by turning around, trading, and round right
moving with an arbitrary key or without a key [31]. The LSB
advantages of pixel forces are changed with the message bits.
The amount of pixels utilized for inserting information is
equivalent to the number of bits in themessage file. This value
is put away in the last rows of the image in the same ways
the message is inserted. In Table 2, the most relevant LSB
based techniques and various image steganography methods
in spatial domain are critically analyzed based on the basics
evaluation criteria of the steganographywhich is shown above
in Table 1.

B. SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW
In Table 2, different image steganography techniques in the
spatial domain are critically investigated based on the basic
criteria of steganography in detail. In summary of various
steganographic procedures the significant kinds and order of
steganography have been proposed in the literature during the
most recent couple of years. We have basically broken down
various image steganographic techniques which demonstrate
that the graphical nature of the image is degraded when the
secret information is expanded up to a possible utilizing LSB-
based scheme.

Arguably, each technique has their pros and cons based
on the image steganography using the LSB substitution tech-
nique. Because some technique has brought down payload
boundary (payload boundary means that how many size of
secret message we can embed) and some have broken down
other criteria of steganography and also have vulnerabilities
to different attack such as cropping, scaling, and tamper-
ing etc. The reliability between the basic criteria of image
steganography is also required [15]. Suppose, as shown in
Table 2, an existing method (given in S. No 1 – the Modified
LSB substitution for RGB Images) has covered some evalu-
ation criteria such as imperceptibility, and temper protection;
but, has broken down other criteria like payload, computation,
and robustness. Furthermore, enormous amounts of implant-
ing techniques can give indication of change of the image by
means of careful investigation of the reasonable properties of
disorder or perceptibility analysis. However, a lot of cover
steganography procedures are proposed, in the literature, till
now.

Therefore, the selection of a particular technique depends
on its efficiency. It tends to be seen in the literature that the
LSB Substitution method with some measure of encryption
is the better one among other image steganographic proce-
dures in spatial area such as Pixel Value Differencing, Pixel
Intensity Technique, Edge Based Detection, and Histogram
shifting etc. Thus, to improve the limitations of the exist-
ing methods we still needs the reliability between various
steganography evaluation criteria. The selection of an appro-
priate encrypted objects and the way of the embedding of
secret message bits in cover object is still needed. However,
the proposed work compared with some existing methods of

the image steganography by using the basic evaluation crite-
ria, Image Quality Assessment Metrics (IQAM) and different
perspectives (details are given later in Section IV) to make it
reliable and to achieve the greatest nature of stego images and
a better and reliable steganographic procedure.

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL
In today’s advanced technological world, keeping the
integrity, authenticity, security and confidentiality of the
secret information over the internet is hot issues. Differ-
ent techniques are proposed, but they do not fulfill the
need of secret data due to the advancement of technologies.
So new treats focus us to develop new methods. Therefore,
steganography is the best method used today for sending
and receiving using any communication channels through
internet. Because, it hides the secret message in a particular
manner such that no one can detect the hidden information.In
this paper, we are having a novel and significantly improved
steganographic approach which is used in the RGB color
space. For the importance and motivation of the proposed
algorithm, we tested the proposed method with different per-
spectives, and taking different and various image types (i.e
Texture, Aerial, and gray scale images) and also tested using
different and same sized of messages which are given below
in result section in details.

A. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
For the proposed algorithm, the mathematical model and
notations are as given below:

• Secret message is denoted by SM with SM i, j defines
the value location of the message

• CI represent Cover image with Ci, j which define the
pixel value location

• TI demonstrate the transform image with TI i, j demon-
strates the value location of that image

• FI denote the flipped image with value location of that
image represent as a FI , i, j

• SMdv represents the differencing value of secret
message

• Rc, Gc, Bc represent the Red, Green and Blue channels
of the Image

• Simg represents the stego image and the location of the
value is defining with Simg, i, j

For the entire proposed algorithm, the equations from 1 to 6
function named as alpha (α), Beta(β), Gamma (γ ), theta(θ),
Delta (δ), Omega(ω) are used in the following manner:

FI = α(TI ) (1)

Rc,Gc,Bc = β(FI ) (2)

SMdv = γ (SM ,Rc) (3)

SMdv′ = ω(SMdv) (4)

Bc′ = δ(Bc) (5)

Simg = θ(SMdv′,Bc′) (6)
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TABLE 4. Comparisons of the proposed method with other related and state-of-the-art existing methods using the PSNR metric values.

The above six functions are used for the whole embedding
and extracting algorithm of the proposed method. First we
used Îś accepts flipped image and then TI transforms image.
The β divides the transformed image (TI ) into Rc, Gc, and
Bc channels and here the Rc is used for calculating difference
between secret message and Bc channels for embedding the
secret message. The third function γ is used for calculating
difference of Rc channel and secret message SM as ASCII
code of a letter. For robustness, the proposed algorithm used
MLEA (which give us SMdv′) SMdv difference values is
encrypted using the ω function. Now before jump to embed-
ding the message a MATLAB function Magic Matrix is used
for shuffling the Bc (blue) channel using the function δ which
return Bc′. And finally the Simg is achieved using the last
function θ using the proposed algorithm by the embedding
encoded difference values SMdv′ in the shuffled Bc′ blue
channel. Now to extract the hiddenmessage from stego image
the revers process of the proposed method can be achieved
using the following functions as same as embedding process.

CI = α − 1(img) (7)

c, c, c = β − 1(TI ) (8)

c′ = δ − 1c) (9)

dv′ = θ − 1(Bc′) (10)

SMdv = ω − 1(SMdv′) (11)

SM = γ − 1(SMdv, c) (12)

B. SHUFFLING THE BLUE CHANNEL USING MAGIC
MATRIX (MM)
The Magic matrix is a Matlab function having very valuable
properties. Suppose a = magic(n) will return an n×nmatrix
with equals numbers of rows and columns constructed from
1 integer through n2. In order to create a valid matrix, the n
order must be a scalar greater than 3. It doesn’t contain any
repeated number and if take the sum of all rows, columns
and diagonal are same. To take benefit from the properties
of magic matrix we can use to Shuffle the cover image
pixels. More precisely, to clear the concept of magic matrix
(MM) lets take a visualize example as shown in Figure 7.
Suppose that the patterns or the concept in MM is visually
examined with orders between 9 and 24 images. The resulting
patterns of MM show us that it uses 3 different algorithm or
procedures which totally depended on whether the value of
mod(n, 4) is 0, 2 or odd.

C. THE MULTI LEVEL ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
Before embedding the secret information into cover
image MLEA embeds the secret information. To increase
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FIGURE 7. Illustration of the Magic Matrix.

the security or robustness of the secret data MLEA
applies various encoded activities on it. So, these
valuable activities are used in proposed method. The
steps and block diagram of the MLEA is given as
follows:

• Taking XOR of all bits by 1.
• Taking 8 bits’ combination and replace the 1st four bits
with the last four bits.

• For every 8 bits’ combination take the left circular
shift.

• Finally, divide the whole array into two blocks and then
taking the XOR on the bases of clock one and block two
in such as manner that if block i == 1 then assume the
XOR of block two i by 1.

To summarize the discussion, in the proposed method first
we take a cover image; and then we flipped and transposed
the selected cover image. After that, we convert it to the three
channels, Red, Green, Blue. Then blue channel is used for
embedding the secret message, then divided into four equals
block and shuffled using Magic Matrix while red channel is
used for calculating the differencing values between the red
channel and secret message bits. Now the different values
are then encoded using Multi-Level Encryption Algorithm
(MLEA) to make the cipher. In the last, the encoded different
values in a cyclical mode (two bits per block) are embed-
ded into the blue channel which is divided into 4 equals
shuffled blocks. After embedding the secret data into the
blue channel then re-arrange the pixel of the sub- images
of the blue channel then combining the RGB channel. After
combining the RGB channel re-flip into its original form and
get a stego image. Therefore, in proposed method, various
terms like flipping, transpose, MLEA, Magic Matrix, and
LSB concepts are used for embedding secret message within
the image.

D. THE EMBEDDING ALGORITHM
The given steps in Algorithm 1 elaborate the whole embed-
ding process:

E. THE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
The Extraction algorithm is explained using a step-by-step
procedure as given below in Algorithm 2. This should
be noted that the Extraction algorithm is the reverse of
the embedding algorithm. The given steps elaborate the
encrypted progression, respectively.

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL
ENVIRONMENT
The Proposed technique experimentally assessed with the
given different perspectives based on data sets of bench-
mark RGB (aerial,texture, and gray scale) images down-
loaded from University of Southern California-Signal and
Image Processing Institute (USC-SIPI) database website for
evaluating the proposed method with existing methods [3],
[34]. We took different images named; image1-12 shown
in the Figure 9. For implementation MATLAB R2014a are
used for proposed method, Modified LSB substitution for
RGB Images [2], Improved LSB for RGB images [13], LSB
Replacement through XOR Substitution [6], Multi Stego for
gray scale images [26], Value differencing using adjacent
pixel and LSB substitution technique [20], LSB bit flipping
method [6], GL Modification and MLE [22], LSB hybrid
hiding model method [17] etc. Therefore, many explorations
and experimentationwas directed as to fully survey and inves-
tigate the usefulness of the suggested technique. This method
is experimented by 165 smooth and edgy image of different
dimensions and sizes. The Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Normalized Cross Correla-
tion (NCC), Histogram Analysis (HA), Structural Similarity
Index (SSIM), and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are
some of the image assessment metrics which are most widely
utilized to assess various techniques similar to the proposed
approach. For showing the motivation and importance of the
proposed method also do Histogram Analysis (HA) of some
cover an stego images.

The entire quantitative evaluation of this research work is
falteringly strategized by the given viewpoints (Perspectives):
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Algorithm 1 The Embedding Process
Inputs: A cover image
Outputs: A stego image
—————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Step-1: Take a cover image, flip and then transform the original image.
Step-2: Convert the flipped image into three channels which are red, green, and blue (RGB).
Step-3: To hide the secret message into blue channel and the red channel is used for deciding differentiation among messages
and the intensity of the pixel.
Step-4: The blue channel is then divided into four same blocks and then every block is adjusted using a notable matrix which
is Magic (a particular function of the Matlab that return a matrix having no rehashed numbers and its summations of every
column, row, and diagonals are the same). Then again, the confidential information (ASCII codes) is deducted from the
relating pixel values of the red channel.
Step-5: Now different values are then encoded using the proposed Multi-Level Encryption Algorithm (MLEA). In the last,
the encoded different values in a cyclical mode (two bits per block) are embedded into the blue channel which is shuffled in
step 4.
Step-6: After embedding the secret data into the blue channel, then, we re-arrange the pixel of the sub- images of the blue
channel then combining the RGB channel. After combining the RGB channel re-flip into its original form and get a stego
image.
Return a stego image

Algorithm 2 The Extraction Algorithm
Inputs: A stego image
Outputs: Red channel pixel values
—————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Step-1: First taking the stego image, then, flip and transform the image so that it can be separated into red, green, and blue
(RGB) channel.
Step-2: The blue channel is partitioned and rearranged using magic matrix which is divided into four equivalent blocks in
encrypted process.
Step-3: To the end of embedded information; taking the LSB of two pixels is removed from each block in a cyclic way.
Step-4: The decoded message is then decrypted using the proposed MLEA technique (for increasing its security, different
encryption, replacing, XOR, and combination measures are used) and a while later every eight-bit combination is changed
over into decimal.
Step-5: In the end, different values between the secret message extracted values and resultant red channel pixel values are
calculated.
Return red channel pixel values

• Concealing various measures of information in different
images of similar dimensions.

• Encoding same size of information in various images of
a similar size.

• Encrypting similar amount of message in the same
image of diverse sizes.

• Encoding different size (6kb, 8kb, 10kb, 14kb, 16kb)
of data in the different size, dimensions’, and different
Gray-scale, Texture and Aerial images.

In perspective 1, concealing 5 distinct sizes of a text (for
example 4KB, 6KB, 8KB, 10KB, 16KB) in different images
of the same dimension (256× 256). Furthermore, in perspec-
tive 2, a text of 12 Kilobytes is inserted in different color
images having size 256 × 256. This investigation is led on
100 pictures. This investigation is led on four or five standards
RGB Image. Comparable images of perspective 1 and 3 with

different resolutions of (128 × 128, 256 × 256, 512 × 512,
and 1024 × 1024) are used and the size of inserting secret
text will be 8 Kilobytes. In Perspective 4 the data embedded
in different size, dimensions, and different format of images.

Now for the consisting of the suggested model and tech-
nique with other associated and existing methods the datasets
of different images are used to analyze the edge of the sug-
gested technique which shown in below Figure 9.

A. PERSPECTIVE 1: DIFFERENT SIZES OF MESSAGE ON
DIFFERENT IMAGES OF SAME DIMENSIONS
Table 3 and Table 4 elaborate the perspective 1 which is the
different sizes of information embedded in same dimension
of different images. Comparisons based on the PSNR proves
the edge of the suggested approach over the state-of-the-
art and other existing approaches. Table 1 and 2 elaborate
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FIGURE 8. Multi Level Encryption Algorithm (MLEA).

FIGURE 9. Datasets of the RGB images labeled as Images from (1 – 12).

the perspective 1 which is the different sizes of information
embedded in same dimension of different images. The pro-
posed technique and the reference techniques both use a dif-
ferent size of secret message on different and same dimension
images in analysis fashion. For a fair comparison, first we
collected the resulted percent values (PSNR) of the existing
methods from the papers and verified. That resulted values
of the reference methods is on which type of inputs (size
of message and selection of cover image). Then we took for
proposed method; different size of secret messages i.e 4, 6, 8,
10, 14, 16 KB’s and tested on different and same dimensions
of the image. First we test by taking same dimension images

(512 × 512) and then tested by 4 kb and check the result
in terms of PSNR which are dominant as compared with
existing methods. After apply same procedures for differ-
ent size of secret message on 512 × 512 image the results
outperforms. The reference methods used only exact size of
message, testing the whole method either 10 kb message
size and same images. The Means testing is based on only
on perspective but the proposed method critically tested on
different perspectives.

Comparisons based on the PSNR proves the edge of the
proposed method with other existing methods. However,
in embedding algorithm of the proposed method, embedding
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FIGURE 10. Datasets of the RGB images labeled as Image from (1 – 12).

algorithm used the embedding process bit per pixel (BPP) in a
manner; after calculating the differencing values between the
red channel and secret data then converting into bits of 1D
array and applied MLEA to make cipher. After that, selecting
8 bits from 1D array and set the control and check for every 1st

2nd bits into 1st block of the Blue channel (which are divided
into 4 blocks), every 3rd and 4th bits into 2nd block, every 5th

and 6th bits into 3rd block, and every 7th and 8th bits into 4th

block of the blue channel. After that if all bits are embedded
into 4 divided blocks of the blue channel respectively, then
control goes to re-arrange the pixels of the dividend block of
the blue channel and combine red, green, and blue channels
and then proceed for the next step to make the stego image.
So 4 equals divided blocks of the blue channel is used for
every 1st two bits into block 1, and every 3rd and 4th bits into
2nd block, respectively. The whole process of the embedding
are presents in embedding and extraction algorithm section
above.

B. PERSPECTIVE 2: ENCODING SAME SIZE OF
INFORMATION IN VARIOUS IMAGES OF SIMILAR SIZES
Table 5 elaborates the perspective 2 while taking same size of
secret data (16 kb’s) and, when embedded in different images
of same dimensions (512 × 512). The obtained results are
shown in Figure 10.

C. PERSPECTIVE 3: ENCRYPTING SIMILAR AMOUNT OF
MESSAGE IN THE SAME IMAGE OF DIVERSE SIZES
Table 6 and Table 7 prove the dominance of the suggested
approach over the current state-of-the-art techniques based on
perspective 3 which is the same amount of information while
embedded within different images of different dimensions
from Image [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The same scenario
is used over more than 150 different images of different
dimensions that prove the edge of the proposed method.

TABLE 5. Results based on the PSNR metric while embedding same sizes
(16 kb) of messages in different images of same dimensions.

D. PERSPECTIVE 4: ENCODING DIFFERENT SIZES (6kb,
8kb, 10kb, 14kb, 16kb) OF DATA IN DIFFERENT SIZES,
DIMENSIONS, AND DIFFERENT IMAGES I.e. GRAY-SCALE,
TEXTURE, AND AERIAL
In perspective 4, many different Gray-scale images are used
for embedding different size of secret message that indicates
the importance of the suggested model and approach which
are shown in Table 8. Figure 11 shows datasets of differ-
ent gray-scale images. Now in perspective 4 the suggested
approach is also analyzed founded on texture images which
is given below.

In Figure 12, a dataset of many texture images is used for
analyzing the proposed method based on the PSNR metric
and the obtained outcomes are shown in Table 9. The evalua-
tion and assessment outcome proves the edge of the suggested
approach with a high PSNRmetric values. In next discussion,
we are analyzing the proposed method using aerial images.
To do so, we are taking a data set of some aerial images as
shown in Figure 13.
In Figure 13, a dataset of many Aerial images is used for

analyzing the importance and edge of the proposed method
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TABLE 6. Comparisons of the proposed method with other related existing methods on the PSNR metric values.

TABLE 7. Results using the PSNR metric for the proposed method based on different dimensional images and embedding the same amount of secret
information as input.
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FIGURE 11. Datasets of the Gray-scale Images.

TABLE 8. PSNR metric results for the proposed method when using different Gray-scale images for embedding different sizes of the secret message.

which is based on the PSNR metric and the attained results
are shown in Table 10. The experimental results prove the
improvement of the proposed method with a high PSNR
metric values, which are displayed in Table 10.

The suggested approach is critically analyzed based on dif-
ferent perspectives which is discussed one by one in details.
In perspective 4, the proposed method is critically analyzed
on three different types of images such as Gray-scale, texture,
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FIGURE 12. Datasets of the Texture Images.

TABLE 9. Different texture images are used for embedding different sizes of the secret message.

and aerial images. However, the experimental results prove
the improvement and edge of the proposed method which is
verified through high PSNR values. In addition, the results
also prove the strengthening of the proposed method. There-
fore, based on image quality assessment metrics (such as

MSE, RMSE, SSIM, NCC, Histogram analysis, (explana-
tion is given in Table 10 and Table 11) the experimen-
tal influences of the proposed method according to the
different perspectives (1, 2, 3, 4 as discussed above) are
shown in Tables 12 – 15, correspondingly. Based on different
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FIGURE 13. Datasets of the Aerial images.

TABLE 10. Aerial Images are used for embedding different sizes of the secret message with their PSNR metric values.

perspectives using quality assessment metrics the investi-
gatory and assessment findings and outcomes indicate the
importance, dominance, and significance of the suggested
method.

In next discussion, the proposed method is critically ana-
lyzed based on histogram analysis for perspective 4 such as
RGB,Gray-scale, Texture, andAerial Imageswhich are given

below in Figures 14 – 17, respectively. In summary, the whole
results and experimental discussion show the superiority of
the proposed method. Moreover, the proposed method is used
for the LSB substitution, MLEA, Magic Matrix, and some
flipping etc., concepts for embedding the secret message
with in the image. For the motivation and importance of the
proposed method, the approach was critically analyzed with
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TABLE 11. PSNR metric values for the proposed method according to perspective 1.

TABLE 12. IQAM results and analysis of the proposed method according to perspective 2.

FIGURE 14. Aerial, Cover, and Stego Images and their Histograms.
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TABLE 13. IQAM results and analysis of the proposed method according to perspective 3.

TABLE 14. IQAM results and analysis of the proposed method according to perspective 3 for Texture Images.

TABLE 15. IQAM results and analysis of the proposed method according to perspective 3 for Aerial Images.
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TABLE 16. IQAM results and analysis of the proposed method according to perspective 3 for Gray-scale Images.

FIGURE 15. Texture, Cover, and Stego Images and their Histograms.

FIGURE 16. Gray-scale, Cover, and Stego Images and their Histograms.

different perspectives by selecting either: (i) different dimen-
sion’s images with same size message; or (ii) either different
size of messages with same dimension of the same image in
terms of payload, imperceptibility, robustness etc. In addition,

the proposed method also used different datasets of different
types images such as texture, gray-scale, and aerial images for
showing the dominance of the research work. The proposed
method also used different quality assessment metrics for
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FIGURE 17. RGB, Cover, and Stego Images and their Histograms.

critically analysis. However, the details empirical results of
the proposed method shows the efficiency and effectiveness
of the research work.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The Novel Least Significant Bit Technique (NLSBT) is a
novel, enhanced, and improved algorithm that gives a supe-
rior security using the Magic Matrix and MLEA and, further-
more, expels the reiteration of the most normal letters. As,
the proposed method is better than other approaches which

was experimentally assessed by different perspectives and the
results prove the importance and significance of the suggested
technique. In fact, the suggested approach allows for some
morally conscious people to safely negotiate the internal
actions. This procedure gives some exceptionally helpful
and commercially significant capacities in this advanced era.
In this procedure, to insert a secret message in a file, respon-
sibility for property can later be attested and/or to guarantee
the reliability of the element. It is similarly relevant to pri-
vate correspondence and confidential information storing,
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assurance of information alteration, access control framework
for advanced digital content distribution, and media data set
frameworks. The proposed method also gives us an expected
ability to conceal the presence of private information, and
therefore hardness of identifying the secret message and
information.

The uses of steganography are that it clearly tends to
be used to send secret messages to an interlocutor, or co-
schemer. It can also be used to move delicate information
from sender to receiver to such an extent that the exchange
of the information is obscure. Furthermore, the method can
also be used in network topologies and related scenarios. This
is generally helpful for the mysterious messages of botnets
and different frameworks under a software engineer’s impact.
Because of some procedural packets being essentially excep-
tionally normal, it could likewise be utilized in more dark and
to the start and endpoint of information, and regularly unde-
tected. Finally, it could have the option to withstand more
noteworthy everyday hardship. In the future, we will con-
sider these issues and will implement the suggested method
in these areas. We will also use other methods to improve
the applicability of the proposed method. We also intend to
develop some Machine Learning (ML, unsupervised learn-
ing) and deep learning architectures for selecting appropriate
message size for suitable image types.
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